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When and where did you begin to practice mar-

tial arts?

I began when I was 6, practicing Judo with Toshiyazu

Uzawa, who was by then a 6th Dan and one of the

Judo pioneers in Spain. At 13 I began with Kenpo Ka-

rate, and also practised sporadically other martial arts,

such as Tae Kwon Do or Thai Boxing.

i understand that you suffer from a hearing de-

ficiency from an early age. What did the martial

arts offer you during your childhood?

Yes, I lost my hearing completely at 8, because of a

viral illness. At that age, a sensorial disability can entail

lack of confidence and adaptation as a result. Since I

always attended a normal school and not a special

one, what I got from the martial arts was above all

self-confidence. This might be extrapolated to other

areas, like the relationship with my schoolmates, for

example. During puberty, some children may be even

cruel to those they consider weaker, especially if they

suffer from a malformation or disability. From my own

experience, the martial arts gave me self-confidence

to confront those situations, which derived in a greater

respect from my schoolmates.

Would you recommend the practice of martial

arts during such an important time in the human

development? and if so, which martial arts do

you find especially suitable for such ages and

why?

Yes, of course I would. Apart from the physical benefits

derived from their practice (with special mention to

body coordination and balance, compared with other

sports), the martial arts offer psychological and cha-

racter building advantages as well.

I think that any martial art with a good pedagogical

planning behind it will serve the purpose. The most

important thing above all is the quality of the teacher,

rather than the martial art practiced by the child.

You studied various martial arts at the inosanto

academy, and also Kenpo Karate with ed Parker.

What made you change your vision of the mar-

tial arts in your martial self-development and

opt for Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do?

At any moment in your life you go through phases.

Kenpo dazzled me during my adolescence, and later

on I fell in love with the variety of styles and the

fluency they were combined taught by Dan Inosanto.

Jeet Kune Do
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But a part of me still missed something... It is about

application and simplicity. For me, the art of fight

should be simple, using a minimum of resources to get

a maximum of solutions. And this is what I had not

found in any of the martial arts I had practiced pre-

viously.

What is Jeet Kune Do for you? How would you

define it?

For me, Jeet Kune Do is the art Bruce Lee developed

for himself, based on his own psycho-physical quali-

ties. But on the other hand, this is an adaptable art,

whose philosophy tries to assess our individual capa-

cities, just as its founder did, so that it is unnecessary

(you might even say, ridiculous) to try and do the mo-

vements just as Bruce Lee did. The idea here is to get

the principles he achieved to work for each one of us.

What did Jeet Kune Do and the Bruce lee phi-

losophy contribute to your development as a

human being and how did you put it into appli-

cation?

In several issues, both personal and professional. Do

not try to bite more than you can chew. Do not turn

and turn around your goal and take the shortest way

to it. The yin-yang link. Application of the philosophy

in action.

How would you define your experience in tea-

ching Jeet Kune Do?

I began to learn teaching JKD in 1991, when Jerry Po-

teet gave me instructor certification, and in 1996 I

began teaching under the authorization of Ted Wong.

However, for professional reasons, I spent many years

travelling, so for a bit more than a decade I have been

teaching solely through seminars and sporadic cour-

ses, but not through regular lessons. Recently I set

stable residence in Madrid, and that brought me to

form a new training group in Madrid. I may need some

more time to properly answer your question...

sometimes, in interviews, people ask how a

good instructor should be, but not often how a

good pupil should be. For you, which are the

most important features of a good pupil, i.e.

standards of effort, sacrifice, technique, as well

as moral standards, and so on?

That's a good question. I think a good pupil, or at least

one I would consider as such, must have above all a

good moral foundation. Without good moral principles,

my relationship with him would never be fruitful; I

simply would not accept him as pupil. Then, a good

pupil must have a positive attitude to learn, and be en-

thusiastic about what he's doing. In addition to that, a

good pupil should be constant in practice and assimi-

late what he is learning. Of course, if the pupil posses-

ses an innate high level of coordination, he will be able

to apply quickly whatever he learns, and shall advance

faster in the technical sense. But even so, I would ra-

ther have a pupil who is constant, even if he takes lon-

ger to learn, than one with outstanding qualities which

only trains sporadically.

Can people with any kind of disability practice

Jeet Kune Do? in what way your hearing disabi-

lity has affected your practice and evolution as

a martial artist?

That would be a question for Bruce, which showed in

“Longstreet” how to teach a blind man... No, se-

riously, in the case of a hearing loss, the primary pro-

blem you find is the lack of balance. Every

hearing-impaired person suffers more or less from

some balance troubles. But those are easily overcome

with the proper practice to help improving, and mar-

tial arts are a good option (although the best one for

balance development is no doubt classical dance).

Other than that, there is no problem.

But teaching a blind man must be a very difficult task

which I never had a chance to experience. I think it

would be rather what Bruce Lee showed in that se-

ries, something philosophical, rather than purely

physical. The sense of distance from the adversary

must be much distorted in the case of a blind man, I

suppose, and that is why I think the superior hearing

sensitivity which blind people have over the rest must

be stimulated.

If we talk about a physical disability, such as being

confined to a wheelchair, the only option is to teach

them to use their arms and apply it to hand-to-hand

combat. But if the adversary does not come close

enough, there is nothing doing...

About the influence that my hearing impairment had

on my learning Jeet Kune Do, I think it was principally

a positive one. Since I needed a certain exclusivity to

be able to understand my teachers (they had to speak

to me slowly in English, and if I did not understand
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“It’s ridiculous to try and do the movements just
as Bruce Lee did. The idea here is to get the

principles he achieved to work for each one of us.”
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an internal study which works on how to take utmost

profit of the body each one of us possesses.

is Jeet Kune Do useful for self-defence?

First of all, what is exactly meant by self-defence? To

begin with, it is not a matter of disarming an opponent

or getting rid of 4 individuals who attack you. Self-de-

fence means recognizing the face of danger and so

avoiding it. Our natural weapons should only be used

as a last resort. But when you have no other option

and must fight, I consider JKD as an effective system.

However, the important thing is the way each indivi-

dual faces a situation of real danger. Years and years

of training will do you no good if at the moment of

truth you get mentally blocked and cannot react.

What opinion do you have on the Mixed Martial

arts performances? Do you think they get close

to reality?

It depends on the point of view. Some people despise

them as “too violent”, or “straying from the true mar-

tial path”. However, you should remember that every

martial art was born from the warrior spirit and fo-

cused on self-defence, and that's in the kinder cases.

If you get to the point where you must fight to defend

yourself, fighting is inherently violent. Anything else

is for movies and performances. MMA at least show

what a fight really is, because, if they have rules with

a modicum of prohibitions, they really fight and do

not pretend to do “as if they were fighting”.

Of course I admit that a street fight is something else;

however, a street fight means a set of circumstances

which are unpredictable, such as the rival producing

a knife from his jacket or 3 of their friends appearing

from behind your back. That is why you cannot train

a street fight, because it would not be possible to re-

construct some elements which are specific (e.g., that

your opponent is a stranger, and that, after all, your

own life might be in danger).

Street fights are sheer experience. MMA, at least, I

consider valid to learn to fight although, in my opi-

nion, stand-up fights are less refined than ground-

level fights, and are rather focused on the

one-to-one combat.

not a very long time ago, Ted Wong passed

away, leaving a great void in the world of martial

arts and particularly of Jeet Kune Do. How do

Jeet Kune Do has a philosophical content behind it

which contact sports do not. On the purely physical

side, JKD cannot be considered a contact sport either,

since it uses any means to its end. In case of a fight,

any means to survival may be used; you can poke the

opponents in the eye, bite them... But of course, du-

ring daily training you cannot possibly bite your class-

mates. It is something that lies in your subconscious

mind, to be used in a situation of real danger, and you

must react to it. It is a common defence mechanism

in every human being (for example, biting is the usual

defence of a 2-year-old).

Even if some people never get to use it and other pe-

ople do, it is something innate, beyond the study of

any martial arts. Jeet Kune Do is not a style you should

submit to, but rather the opposite; if something serves

the purpose, use it and do not worry about its name.

But when we speak about teaching pupils to fight, they

must work step by step up to full-contact-sparring.

And to prevent physical risks, you shall use adequate

protective equipment. Because of that, many people

might consider it a contact sport, but it is not so.

Which elements from western fencing and bo-

xing did Bruce lee incorporate into his own de-

velopment of the martial art Jeet Kune Do?

Both arts influenced Lee above all others, especially

during the last step of development of his art, further

and further away from Wing Chun. The key word is

mobility. From fencing, Bruce took the straight mo-

vement in thrusts, the footwork to close distance ra-

pidly, the tactics, the concept of rhythm and how to

break it... From boxing, the most important contri-

bution was the use of dodging, the sense of body po-

sition to keep protected at short distances and the

use of biomechanics to make our blows more effec-

tive. The genuine technique of JKD, the straight lead

punch, is a perfect symbiosis created by Bruce from

boxing and fencing.

Which are the fundamental pillars upon which to

build a solid and technical foundation for Jeet

Kune Do?

The study and understanding of the mechanics of the

human body. There is a more effective way to jump,

to swim, to run... and to apply our blows with maxi-

mum straightness, power and economy of move-

ment. It is not a study on several martial arts; it is

you think this terrible loss does and will affect

the world of Jeet Kune Do? 

I think the loss of Ted Wong will be irreplaceable in the

JKD. He was the man who showed us the way, guiding

us through the right path of the art which he learned

from his teacher. As he usually said, Bruce left us a

“road map” which serves us as a guide. I suppose that

some sentence, they wrote it for me), I received my

lessons in private. The consequence was a closer rela-

tionship with them. Ted Wong learned a sign language

modified by me to be able to communicate with me in

that way, but when we met again a year later, he had

already forgotten. And since it was not practical to

teach it to him again every year, when I did not un-

derstand something by lip-reading, we fell back on the

traditional method: Ball pen and paper.

Situ Ted used to say that, due to my lack of hearing,

I had developed a very quick visual perception. I

don't know whether it is true, but anyway he did

usually say so...

it seems that Jeet Kune Do, as a martial art, re-

quires from the practitioners a very fine physical

form, so that they can achieve a good level of

technical practice. as the aging process advan-

ces on human beings, they, as any living thing,

lose their physical endowments. Can you give us

your opinion about the best way for the Jeet

Kune Do practitioners to face and adapt to this

natural process of life?

If Sifu Ted was still alive, he would ask you to hold the

focus mitts for him for a while, and so you would see

for yourself. Power is the product of mass by accelera-

tion, but when we speak about hitting power there are

always other factors to be reckoned with, which do not

diminish with age (provided you are able to move op-

timally). Factors like mental focus, precision, timing…

knowing how to achieve a perfect body alignment and

how to apply the maximum of your own body mass

after the impact. Physical endowments may diminish

with age, but wisdom does not. The thing is to know

how to put it into practice.

On the other hand, I would like to know of a martial

art where a certain amount of good physical form is

not important, provided it is intended from a realistic

point of view as a fighting. Those actions where the

“master” gets 3 opponents flying through the air while

hardly moving a muscle are purely fictitious.

some people think that Jeet Kune Do is just ano-

ther contact sport. What do you think on the

subject? and what would you tell them?

Jeet Kune Do
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“Ted Wong did not teach all of
us the same way, but based
his teaching on the inherent
particularities of each one of
his students. A true example
of what is JKD in itself...”
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You are the oldest Ted Wong student in europe.

How and when did you meet Ted Wong?

I had contacted him by fax to ask to be tutored in his

home, which he finally accepted, and I travelled to Los

Angeles in the fall of 1993.

Can you tell us how his lessons were, and how

Ted Wong was as a teacher?

His private lessons were different from his seminars.

He was a reserved person. He felt more comfortable

training “one-to-one” than leading a course with many

people. In his private lessons we did not always work

the same things; even though he always kept the

structure of the art, each year he taught you a diffe-

rent “small detail”. He learned the art of JKD from

Bruce Lee, but did not keep tied to that teachings and

kept evolving. As a teacher, my personal opinion is that

he pretty much adapted to the qualities of each stu-

dent: he could be meticulous and insist on a small de-

tail from a certain technique, or he could be very

patient and let the pupil go on, so as not to crowd him.

In the seminars he rarely insisted with anyone, it hap-

pened more in private classes.

I do not know how his private classes with other stu-

dents ran, I can only tell how his training sessions with

me were, as well as what I could see from what he

taught in seminars. There is something interesting to

mention: in recent reunions with some other of his pri-

vate students, we could establish that, even if princi-

ples were the same, he did not teach all of us the same

way, but based his teaching on the inherent particula-

rities of each one of his students. A true example of

what is JKD in itself.

Can you tell us how your training with Ted Wong

was at the start? Which aspects were worked

harder and which were not?

Ted Wong only accepted public teaching at the be-

ginning of the 90´s, remained until then in the sha-

dows and saw how the art of Bruce Lee was

misinterpreted. He said that it took him 15 years to

assimilate and perfect what he learned from his tea-

cher. Since I knew him until about 1997, Sifu Ted

evolved a lot. Even if his way of teaching was the

same, the next time he saw you he could teach you

other angles to place a stroke or propose small mo-

difications in your biomechanics to improve the effi-

ciency of your technique. An ever greater mobility,

said himself, I was his first instructor outside the

U.S.A. (as was also the case with Sifu Ted) and, at the

time, I was his student number 12. I did not get to

know Jesse Glover, just met him during the first semi-

nar organized by the “JKD Nucleus” in San Francisco,

together with most Lee students.

But, contrary to the common habit nowadays, to at-

tend a seminar does not give you the right to claim

having trained with that person. You can only say that

you attended that seminar, just as the rest of the par-

ticipants did.

but in a very subtle way, and an ever finer footwork.

Maybe, what he worked harder with me was the fo-

otwork and its application to techniques. He used to

say that in JKD, footwork is everything.

How is your training nowadays?

When my work forces me to travel, I concentrate most

of all on keeping fit. While I stay in Madrid, I train with

my group.

Do you see any failings in Jeet Kune Do?

There is no such thing as a perfect martial art, or a

perfect fighting system. It all depends on fitting to

the particularities of each individual. The particularity

of JKD is just that: adaptability. But even so, in spite

of the evolution the martial arts have undergone in

recent years, maybe ground fighting might be consi-

dered the less developed aspect. Through their dra-

wings and notes you can observe that Bruce, in fact,

were studying ground fighting. And even showed it

in some scenes of his movies, which in those years

was particularly innovative, since Hong-Kong films

from that time were based on fights and superhuman

jumps.

However, the founder of JKD was in the act of inves-

tigating this side of fighting and you could say that

he did not get to develop it in the full, which he did

with stand-up fighting, an aspect still fully current no-

wadays and even with some less than fully explored

nuances, as the extrapolation of fencing principles to

the unarmed fight. But in the years JKD was develo-

ping, ground fighting had a different approach to the

one given in the last two decades, and that is why I

think the JKD student should evolve beyond the tea-

chings of the founder to fit modern times.

What makes in your opinion a good teacher of

the art of Jeet Kune Do?

For me, a good teacher, in general terms, is someone

who sets a good example, someone who does not

leave a pupil with the doubt, “I would do it so well if I

did it”. Talk is easy, what is difficult is doing what you

talk about. One never goes wrong if they do not run

the risk of going wrong, and many martial art teachers

stand on their unattainable pedestal, from which they

never get down, showing off to their students as a “su-

perior being” who can strike down anyone if they mean

to... But it remains always in theory. A good teacher

his pupils will follow that path now, taking with them,

aside from that “road map”, all those teachings, advi-

ces and remembrances inherited from a humble man

who really left his imprint on our lives. 

Jesse Glover and Jerry Poteet also passed away

recently. it seems that pupils and friends of

Bruce lee are leaving us. Could you train with

them on a regular basis? Which qualities would

you emphasize from each one of them?

Yes, as I told you, I was private student of Jerry. As he

Jeet Kune Do
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His favourite chapter was the one about strategies and

tactics, most of which Bruce took from fencing, where

many misinterpretations around JKD are explained. I

personally think that he would have liked a lot the

psychological chapter “Swimming in the water”, if he

had read it. Sadly, he did not get to read that one.

Were you able to read any book from Bruce lee's

personal library?

Yes. First of all, Sifu Ted pointed to me the most in-

fluential books about fencing and boxing in Bruce's li-

brary. I kept acquiring others, sometimes with help of

Could Ted Wong see part of this book? if he did,

what was his opinion?

Ted Wong supervised the book up to a year before his

passing. Since I started writing, a professional trans-

lator started putting it into English, and Sifu Ted gave

me his opinion and advice. He was very excited about

the book. You can say that about 80% was supervised

by him. During his last year I did not send what I

wrote, because his health was not good, but for diffe-

rent cause that brought about his death, which took

us by surprise. I am very sad that he could not see the

book published at last.

third persons. Thanks to the kindness of Shannon Lee,

I had the chance to study Bruce's private library, and

I was really impressed when I saw the big amount of

books he owned. From about 2.500 books, 1.200 were

about several types of combat, and the rest dealt with

various matters such as cinematography, physical fit-

ness, nutrition, psychology, children education, and a

wide range of other matters. My respect for the owner

of those books grew, because you realized he read

them all, since every one of them were underlined and

showed notes on the side. To make a comprehensive

study of every book in Bruce's library would be a work

must be able to do himself what he expects from the

pupil. He must be someone close and humble, even if

keeping the respect (if respect is lost, everything is

lost), but treating students as the people they are,

which means no better or worse than oneself. In the

typical traditional martial figure, the teacher appears

almost godlike (an image which teachers themselves

promote) and I totally disagree with those beliefs.

But strictly speaking about Jeet Kune Do, where in-

dividuals are always more important than the art it-

self, a good teacher must be a “pointer of the way”,

be able to see the strong and weak points of each

student and drive them through the most suitable

way for each of them. A good teacher should not limit

the student (“It is JKD only if you do as I say”) or

create confusion (“Do several things, we shall mix

them and call it JKD”). A good JKD teacher should

have a solid foundation of knowledge, not just tech-

nical knowledge, which of course is needed, but also

of the principles and the philosophy which turn this

fighting method into an art.

i have heard that you are about to publish a

book on Jeet Kune Do, could you tell us some-

thing about its contents?

Yes, a book which I started writing in the spring of

2006, and which will shortly see the light at last. It is

a very complete book about the art of Bruce Lee. It

does not only discuss in detail its technical aspect, sho-

wing every small details at the disposal of the student

when it comes to practice during training, but it goes

also about the very roots of the art, about psychophy-

sical qualities, about cadence and timing, about the

approach of ground fighting in JKD, about combative

tactics which Bruce extrapolated from fencing and

where I counted on the help of the fencing epee na-

tional team, and even a whole chapter solely devoted

to the psychological study, without a single technical

part: it is the chapter about combat.

This book is not only a learning guide to Jeet Kune Do,

but also a wide and comprehensive study on the ori-

ginal sources that influenced the founder, taken from

the books Bruce had in his private library. A lot of the

information contained in this book is unpublished up

to this date.

Jeet Kune Do
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knows their business. I would like people who train

in martial arts solely for the hypothetical chance of

needing it someday in the street understand that this

is not the way. True, some martial arts might help

you to defend yourself, but if your brain does not

react the right way at the critical moment, all your

previous training will be quite useless. Train for your

chosen martial art just for your enjoyment, and profit

from every advantage you derive from its practice,

which probably shall be many. Enjoy your training wi-

thout preconceptions about facing a street fight.

Learn to fight just for the fun of it, through sparring

and using proper protective equipment to avoid inju-

not be propitious; several aspects, undetectable at

first sight, which can tip the scale to one side or the

other... sometimes even luck counts! To learn martial

arts (and take into account that not every martial art

shall teach you to defend yourself with the same

amount of realism) is not a warrant of anything in it-

self. All around the whole wide world, expert cham-

pions in contact sports died as a consequence of a

street brawl; their adversary had a hidden weapon

and very simply shot them. It does not matter how

good you are. Before a really dangerous adversary,

the main thing is survival. You might encounter two

ham-handed opponents, or maybe a single one who

ries, and not to use it violently against others on the

street. Learning to fight has many positive aspects:

it releases adrenaline (after a good sparring session

you will see that you are not in the mood for ar-

guing), helps to know yourself by observing your re-

actions under pressure, helps a great deal in

subduing your ego (sometimes you lose... and no

great deal), helps fighting against mental routine (a

combat can be considered many things, but never

routine), and of course is a wonderful way to keep

fit. But if some day, by misfortune, you are forced to

use your natural weapons as a defence, your own

instinct shall be there to do its job. And if circums-

tances are too adverse, you shall lose. Martial arts

do not turn anyone into Superman.

I would like to end with the words of James Yimm Lee:

“Fighting ability is something seldom; almost

never required, but good health and physical

condition benefit people every day of their lives”.

that could take years. It is incredible that a man who

had a relatively short life could read so much. I do not

know where he got the time to do so much.

apparently Bruce lee's personal library inclu-

ded several psychology books. Could you tell us

what attracted Bruce lee from psychology and

in what way did he add that science to the mar-

tial arts?

There were many books about psychology and self-

help in his library, yes. Bruce lived through many fi-

nancial problems, racism, personal concerns... A point

of inflexion in his life was when he had to spend

months flat on his back in bed because of a back in-

jury. He looked in psychology books for a way to help

himself facing all those setbacks. He studied Gestalt

therapy, from Fritz Perls, and from Carl Rogers he ac-

quired the idea that life is a continuous way to self-dis-

covery. Napoleon Hill helped him to focus on positive

thinking when his family went through financial diffi-

culties, and from Krishnamurti he adapted to the field

of martial arts the idea that man is more important

than any established style. About martial philosophy,

maybe his greater inspiration was D.T. Suzuki… Any-

way, for everyone who is interested in philosophical

and psychological influences on Lee during his life, I

recommend Marcos Ocaña´s book “El Guerrero de

Bambú” (“The bamboo warrior”), which deals exten-

sively on those matters.

What question would you wish to be asked? You

can answer yourself if you want to.

What do we really look for when we train for martial

arts? I do not mean just Jeet Kune Do, but any kind

of martial art, even traditional arts... If the end is lo-

oking for discipline, self-improvement, physical trai-

ning, oriental esotericism, or a long list of options

available from many martial arts, you are on the right

path: all of those things depend on yourself. If what

you want above all things is learning to fight for using

in the street, it turns relative and depends on a wide

range of factors, particularly on the person (or peo-

ple: sometimes you do not always face a single op-

ponent) you have the fortune or misfortune to face;

the circumstances of the moment, which may or may
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“One never goes wrong if they do not run the risk of going
wrong, and many martial art teachers stand on their

unattainable pedestal, from which they never get down...”

Para saber más sobre Joaqúin Marcelo y el JKD

el Budoka (edición especial)

El Jeet Kune Do de
Bruce Lee 30 años
después...

Con motivo del aniversario

del fallecimiento de Bruce

Lee, destacados seguidores

de su arte y su filosofía nos

explican cómo pensaba y

trabajaba éste célebre ar-

tista marcial y actor.

Más que probable, es se-

guro que muchas de las personas que lean esta publica-

ción, en el año 1973 tuvieran muy pocos años o no

hubieran nacido todavía; para que éstas se hagan una

idea y para que los más mayores se sitúen, les diré que

en ese mismo año en que murió Bruce Lee también falle-

cían Pablo Picasso y Pau Casals, se firmaba en París el

“alto el fuego” de la guerra de Vietnam, Carrero Blanco

era asesinado en Madrid, George Foreman le arrebataba

el título mundial de boxeo a Joe Frazier, Buñuel ganaba el

Oscar a la mejor película extranjera y el Barça fichaba al

holandés Johan Cruyff.
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